SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT:
  Jaynee LaVecchia, of Morris Township.

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
  Sebastian P. Lombardi, of Succasunna.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS:
  Joseph P. Schooley, of Cherry Hill.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY:
  Wilma Harris, of Springfield.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Poonam Alaigh, M.D., MSHCPM, of Warren, to replace Reverend Darrell Armstrong, resigned.
  Robert A. Altman, Ph.D., Esq., of Princeton, to replace Richard Schibell, Esq.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DELAWARE RIVER AND BAY AUTHORITY:
  James N. Hogan, of Franklinville, to replace Warren Wallace, resigned.
  Susan Atkinson Delanzo, of Cape May Court House, to replace Maureen Koebig.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE DOMESTIC COMPANION ANIMAL COUNCIL:
  Terrence J. Clark, of North Plainfield, to replace Charles Gerofsky, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE KEAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Jay Anderson, of Westfield, to replace Julane Miller-Armbrister.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MONMOUTH COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
  Hope G. Brodsky, Esq., of Lincroft.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION:
  Adrian Marcia Dewindt-King, Ed.D., of Turnersville, to replace Brenda Louise Henry Leake, Ph.D.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY HEALTH CARE FACILITIES FINANCING AUTHORITY:
  Gustav Edward Escher, III, of Princeton.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOMERSET COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
  John M. Lore, Esq., of Green Brook.

TO BE AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE:
  Joseph F. Martone, of Toms River.

Nominations Received and Referred to SJJU:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TRANSIT CORPORATION:
  Susan L. Hayes, of Oradell, to replace Patrick Parkinson.
Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Richard F. Wells, of Haddon Heights.

TO BE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS:
George W. Hayman, of Willingboro.

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2430 Madden,F/Coniglio,J+2 Civil svc. vet. preference-concerns

Bills Introduced:

S2408 Bark,M One-stop permit ctrl.-estab. REF SEG
S2409 Smith,B/Sweeney,S Energy cost saving-prov. prop. tax exemp REF SEG
S2411 Lance,L Fur-clothing-repeals tax REF SBA
S2412 Karcher,E Mortgage servicing org.-concerns REF SCM
S2413 Kenny,B/Sweeney,S Medicaid reimb., ambulance svc-concerns REF SHH
S2415 Connors,L/Ciesla,A Home health care svc.-elim cert of need REF SHH
S2416 Singer,R Teachers-concerns autism awareness REF SBA
S2417 Cardinale,G/Kyrillos,J Local units investments-concerns REF SSG
S2418 Smith,B/Sarlo,P Pub. bldg. energy-efficiency-prov. REF SEG
S2419 Weinberg,L Renovated prop.-concerns real prop. tax REF SCU
S2420 Buono,B In Case of Emerg. Contact Prog.-estab. REF SLP
S2421 Buono,B Jason's Law-estab. drug awareness camp. REF SHH
SCR129 Bark,M Local taxing dist., new-proh. creation REF SCU
SCR130 Kyrillos,J Elections-occur in even numbered yrs. REF SSG
SJR60 Madden,F HERO Camp. st.-declares St. of NJ REF SLP
SJR61 Buono,B Prescription Drug Abuse Awareness Wk. REF SHH
SJR62 Buono,B Diwali Month-recog. Oct. 15 thru Nov. 14 REF SSG
SR84 Coniglio,J/Sarlo,P+1 Bergen Co. pub. transp. proj-support REF STR

Bills On Emergency Resolution:

S2430 Madden,F/Coniglio,J+2 Civil svc. vet. preference-concerns (39-0) (Madden)

Motions:

A15 Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R Local Unit Alignment, Reorg. Comm.-estab. Return 2RS (19-15) (Kyrillos)
A15 Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R Local Unit Alignment, Reorg. Comm.-estab. To Sa (14-15) Lost (Kyrillos)
A3787 AcaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Watson Coleman,B+2 Marriage laws-revises To Sa Lost (16-21) (Singer)

Bills Passed:

A13 Aa (1R) Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R+9 Comm., councils, bds., inactive-elim. (36-1)
A17 Watson Coleman,B/Conaway,H+3 Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates (39-0)
A1650 Barnes,P/Diegnan,P+14 Gang viol. prev.-offer instruction (39-0)
A2282 Aa (1R) Cryan,J/Panter,M+41 Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeat (39-0)
A2336 Aca (1R) Bramnick,J/Cohen,N Workers' comp cases-concern emp expense (39-0)
A2987 AcaScaAca (2R) Watson Coleman,B/Steele,A+8 Bail sources-concerns (39-0)
A2991 Whelan,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Community guns, possessing-enhance penal (39-0)
A3528 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Robey,W+4 Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies (39-0)
A3671 Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+12 Land-recreation & conserv. purpose;$8.2M (39-0)
A3672 Fisher,D/Conaway,H+19 Open space acquisition, so. NJ;$8.552M (39-0)
A3673 Gusciora,R/Panter,M+18 Open space acquisition, central NJ;$8.1M (39-0)
A3674 Fisher,D/Karrow,M+17 Open space acquisition, no. NJ;$9.066M (36-0)
A3675 Sa (1R) Truitt,O/Stack,B+26 Open space acquisition, urban aid;$39.4M (39-0)
A3787 AcaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Watson Coleman,B+2 Marriage laws-revises (23-12)
A3835 Van Drew,J/Albano,N+1 Sports and entertainment dist.-creation (32-6)
S229 Bucco,A/Cardinale,G+4 Fire depts, vol-concern group life insur (39-0)
S362 ScaAa (2R) Karcher,E/Vitale,J+29 Law Against Discrim.-amends (33-3)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

S421 Singer,R Speed limits-concerns mun. streets (39-0)
S839 Sca (1R) Bark,M Forest Health Advis. Council-estab. (39-0)
S997 ScaAca (2R) Buono,B/Barnes,P+1 Accident reports-concerns (39-0)
S1471 ScaSaSSaAca (SS/2R) Codey,R/Buono,B+12 St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds (26-9)
S1645 Bucco,A+1 Airline credits-concerns (38-0)
S1649 ScaSa (2R) Rice,R Title recordation-revises law (39-0)
S1852 ScaAca (2R) Bryant,W/Lance,L+2 Medicaid Prog Integrity, Prot. Act-estab (39-0)
S2055 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Kavanaugh,W+1 Explosives Act-incr. fees and penal. (36-1)
S2095 Sca (1R) Codey,R/Doria,J+1 Neighborhood Revitalization Tax Cred Act (39-0)
S2261 ScaAa (2R) Maddon,F/Wehner,B+7 Contaminated prop.-concerns (39-0)
S2269/2289 Scs (SCS) Bucco,A/Ciesla,A+14 Initiation fees, memb. fees-tax exemp. (39-0)
S2430 Madden,F/Concito,J+2 Civil svc. vet. preference-concerns (39-0)

Bills Substituted:

A8 Sa (1R) Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R+2 Co. admin. sch. dist. org.-pilot prog. SUB FOR S7
A13 Aa (1R) Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R+9 Comm., councils. bds., inactive-elim. SUB FOR S6
A17 Watson Coleman,B/Conaway,H+3 Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates SUB FOR S9
A1650 Barnes,P/Turco,P+14 Gang viol. prev.-offer instruction SUB FOR S1749
A2282 Aa (1R) Cryan,J/Panter,M+41 Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal SUB FOR S1490 (SCS)
A2997 ScaScaSa (3R) Watson Coleman,B/Stein,A+8 Bail sources-concerns SUB FOR S2012 (2R)
A2991 Whelan,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Community guns, possessing-enhance penal SUB FOR S2009
A3258 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Rooney,J+4 Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies SUB FOR S2259 (1R)
A3671 Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+12 Land-recreation & conserv. purpose-$8.2M SUB FOR S2350
A3672 Fisher,D/Conaway,H+19 Open space acquisition, so. NJ:$8.552M SUB FOR S2348
A3673 Gusciora,R/Panter,M+18 Open space acquisition, central NJ:$8.1M SUB FOR S2349
A3674 Fisher,D/Karrow,M+17 Open space acquisition, no. NJ:$9.066M SUB FOR S2347
A3675 Sa (1R) Truitt,O/Stack,B+26 Open space acquisition, urban aid:$39.4M SUB FOR S2346 (1R)
A3787 AcaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Watson Coleman,B+2 Marriage laws-revises SUB FOR S2407 (1R)
A3835 Van Drew,J/Albano,N+1 Sports and entertainment dist.-creation SUB FOR S11
S6 Smith,B/Kyrillos,J+1 Inactive commissions-elim. SUB BY A13 (1R)
S7 Smith,B/Kyrillos,J+ Co. admin. sch. dist.-estab. pilot prog. SUB BY A8 (1R)
S9 Adler,J Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates SUB BY A17
S11 Asselta,N Sports and entertainment dist.-creation SUB BY A3835
S1490/1783 Sca (SCS) Kean,T/Bucco,A+4 Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal SUB BY A2282 (1R)
S1749 Connors,L/Girgenti,J Gang viol. prev.-offer instruction SUB BY A1650
S2009 Turner,S/Girgenti,J Community guns, possessing-enhance penal SUB BY A2991
S2012 ScaSca (2R) Turner,S/Girgenti,J Bail sources-concerns SUB BY A2987 (3R)
S2259 Sca (1R) Adler,J/Madden,F Haz. site cleanup-concerns SUB BY A3528 (1R)
S2346 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Kenny,B+3 Open space acquisition, urban aid:$39.4M SUB BY A3675 (1R)
S2347 Lance,L/Bucco,A+3 Open space acquisition, no. NJ:$9.066M SUB BY A3674
S2348 Madden,F/Asselta,N+6 Open space acquisition, so. NJ:$8.552M SUB BY A3672
S2349 Karcher,E/Turner,S Open space acquisition, central NJ:$8.1M SUB BY A3673
S2350 Rice,R/Bryant,W+6 Land-recreation & conserv. purpose:$8.2M SUB BY A3671
S2407 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Codey,R Marriage laws-revises SUB BY A3787 (2R)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A5 Sa (1R) Conaway,H/Stack,B Sch. dist. accountability-concerns (34-0) (Adler)
A8 Sa (1R) Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R+2 Co. admin. sch. dist. org.-pilot prog. (24-3) (Smith)
A470 ScaAca (2R) Green,J/Burzichelli,J+16 Housing Affordability-est. Jt. Comm. (33-0) (Turner)
A3675 Sa (1R) Truitt,O/Stack,B+26 Open space acquisition, urban aid:$39.4M (37-0) (Vitale)
S4 Sa (1R) Adler,J/Doria,J Sch. dist. accountability-concerns (38-0) (Adler)
S1263 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S/Rice,R Affordable Housing-estab. Jt. Committee (35-0) (Turner)

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

S1604 Sca (SCS) Rice,R Prescription Monitoring Prog.-estab. REP/SCS
S1758 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+3 Safe Patient Handling Act REP/SCA
S1761 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Coniglio,J+4 Viol. Prev. in Health Care Fac. Act REP/SCA
Bills Referred/SBA:

S1604 Scs (SCS) Rice,R Prescription Monitoring Prog.-estab.
S1758 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+3 Safe Patient Handling Act
S1761 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Coniglio,J+4 Viol. Prev. in Health Care Fac. Act

Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S362 ScaAa (2R) Karcher,E/Vitale,J+29 Law Against Discr.-amends
S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) Codey,R/Buono,B+12 St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S2261 ScaAa (2R) Madden,F/Sweeney,S+7 Contaminated prop.-concerns

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A17 Watson Coleman,B/Conaway,H+3 Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates
A2282 Aa (1R) Cryan,J/Panter,M+41 Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal
A3528 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Rooney,J+4 Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies
A3787 AcaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Watson Coleman,B+2 Marriage laws-revises
A3835 Van Drew,J/Albano,N+1 Sports and entertainment dist.-creation

Co-Sponsors Added:

S1 (Sweeney,S) Loc. Unit Alignment, Reorg. Comm.-estab.
S3 (Kyrillos,J) CORE proposals-implements
S6 (Karcher,E) Inactive commissions-elim.
S221 (Sweeney,S) Govt. affairs agents-proh. use
S1332 (Karcher,E) Ed. fd. entities, nonprofit-contrib.
S1490/1783 Scs (SCS) (Gill,N; Inverso,P; Karcher,E) Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal
S1758 Sca (1R) (Madden,F; Rice,R) Safe Patient Handling Act
S1761 Sca (1R) (Madden,F; Rice,R) Viol. Prev. in Health Care Fac. Act
S1852 ScaAa (2R) (Turner,S) Medicaid Prog Integrity, Prot. Act-estab
S1980 (Vitale,J) Civil svc. exams-concerns
S2269/2289 Scs (SCS) (Allen,D; Girgenti,J; Inverso,P; Karcher,E) Initiation fees, memb. fees-tax exemp.
S2286 (Vitale,J) HPV-estab. pub. awareness campaign
S2290 (Ciesla,A) US Coast Guard-auth. special lic. plate
S2346 Sca (1R) (Allen,D; Girgenti,J) Open space acquisition, urban aid;$39.4M
S2348 (Allen,D) Open space acquisition, so. NJ;$8.552M
S2350 (Connors,L; Girgenti,J) Land-recreation & conserv. purpose;$8.2M
S2414 (Allen,D; Cardinale,G; Inverso,P; Lance,L) Equal Benf. Act of 2007
SR84 (Weinberg,L) Bergen Co. pub. transp. proj.-support

Prime Sponsors Added:

S11 (Asselta,N) Sports and entertainment dist.-creation

Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

S11 (Codey,R) Sports and entertainment dist.-creation

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

SJR58 (Inverso,P) Pregnancy & Infant Loss Remembrance Day

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A8 Sa (1R) (Smith,B; Kyrillos,J) Co. admin. sch. dist. org.-pilot prog.
A13 Aa (1R) (Smith,B; Kyrillos,J; Karcher,E) Comm., councils, bds., inactive-elim.
A17 (Adler,J) Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates
A1650 (Connors,L; Girgenti,J) Gang viol. prev.-offer instruction
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

A2282 Aa (1R)   (Kean,T; Bucco,A; Sarlo,P; Turner,S; Gill,N; Inverso,P; Karcher,E)    Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal
A2987 AcaScaSca (3R)   (Turner,S; Girgenti,J)    Bail sources-concerns
A2991   (Turner,S; Girgenti,J)    Community guns, possessing-enhance penal
A3528 Aa (1R)   (Adler,J; Madden,F)    Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies
A3671 (Rice,R; Bryant,W; McNamara,H; Bark,M; Littell,R; Turner,S; Connors,L; Girgenti,J) Land-recreation & conserv.
purpose;$8.2M
A3672   (Madden,F; Asselta,N; Lance,L; Littell,R; Gormley,W; Bark,M; Connors,L; Allen,D)    Open space acquisition, so.
NJ;$8.552M
A3673 (Karcher,E; Turner,S)    Open space acquisition, central NJ;$8.1M
A3674   (Lance,L; Bucco,A; Littell,R; McNamara,H; Turner,S)    Open space acquisition, no. NJ;$9.066M
A3675 Sa (1R)   (Vitale,J; Kenny,B; McNamara,H; Allen,D; Girgenti,J) Open space acquisition, urban aid;$39.4M
A3787 AcaAa (2R)   (Weinberg,L; Codey,R)    Marriage laws-revises
A3810 Gregg,G    Waterloo Village;$500K   REF AEN
A3811 Doherty,M    PERS-defines calculation new memb SS tax   REF ASG
A3812 Albano,N/Panter,M    Family temp. disb. leave-prov. benif.   REF ALA
A3813 Cohen,N    St. chartered banks-concerns directors   REF AFI
A3814 Bramnick,J    Postage-exempts cert. charges, sales tax   REF ABU
A3815 Diegnan,P/Manzo,L+5    Sch. attendance-raises age req.   REF AED
A3816 Diegnan,P/Barnes,P    Pub. sch.-not in session, cert. election   REF AED
A3817 Diegnan,P/Barnes,P+7    Eye exam-pilot prog., 2nd grade students   REF AED
A3818 Vainieri Huttle,V+1    Adolescente Pregnancy Advis Council-appts   REF AHU
A3819 Gregg,G/Barnes,P+1    Animal cruelty, cert.-civil action   REF AAN
A3820 Russo,D/O ‘Toole,K   New auto., loc. govt.-exemp. cert. fees   REF AAP
A3821 Rooney,J    Campaign contrib.-concerns   REF ASG
A3822 Cohen,N    Premium Support Prog.-estab.   REF AHE
A3823 Munoz,E    Mun. parking-exempts from sales tax   REF AAP
A3824 Karrow,M    Farmland Preserv. Fd-income tax contrib.   REF AAN
A3825 Karrow,M    Loc. Open Space-vol. income tax contrib.   REF AAN
A3826 Gusciora,R    Mun. animal control off.-concerns   REF AAN
A3827 Cohen,N    Health Claims Auth/Pymt Act-expand scope   REF AFI
A3828 Gusciora,R    Co.-based park mgmt. sys-concerns   REF AHO
A3829 Gusciora,R    Mun. bds. of health-eliminate   REF AHO
A3830 Gusciora,R    SHBP-concerns   REF ASG
A3831 Wisniewski,J    PFRS-creates non-accidental disab retir.   REF ASG
A3832 Beck,J/Bramnick,J+1    Presidential primary-changes date   REF ASG
A3833 Van Drew,J/Whelan,J    Lottery prizes-concerns   REF ATG
A3834 Stender,L    Health benf.-concerns eating disorders   REF AHE
AR230 Chivukula,U    Army-concerns discharge of nerve agent   REF AEN
AR231 Munoz,E    Mil. troops-honor, display yellow ribbon   REF AMV

Motions:

A2282 Aa (1R)   Cryan,J/Panter,M+41    Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal   To Aa (Corodemus)
A2282 Aa (1R)   Cryan,J/Panter,M+41    Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal   To Table (Watson Coleman) (46-32-0)

Bills Passed:

A13 Aa (1R)   Wisniewski,J/Gordon,R+9    Comm., councils, bds., inactive-elim.   (80-0-0)
A17 Watson Coleman,B/Conaway,H+3    Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates   (80-0-0)
A100 AcaAa (2R)   Robert, J/Greenstein,L+2    Fair & Clean Elections Pilot Proj;$7.67M   (67-11-2)
A1056 Aaa (2R)   Van Drew,J/Conaway,H+1    Pharmacy Bd.-add two. memb.   (75-4-0)
A1321/2980/2981 AcaSa (ACS/1R)   Wisniewski,J/Biondi,P+7    Omnibus-concerns   (80-0-0)
A1698 Aca (1R)   Fisher,D/Cruz-Perez, N+6    Tax preparation svcs.-concerns   (80-0-0)
Bills Passed: (cont'd)

A2051 AcaSca (2R) Burzichelli,J/O'Toole,K+10 Vol. assn.-pub. sch. dist. participation (65-13-2)
A2282 Aa (1R) Cryan,J/Panter,M+41 Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal (79-0-1)
A2575 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Conners,J/Wisniewski,J+17 Reduced Cigarette Ignition Propensity (74-6-0)
A3192 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Fisher,D+18 Domestic companion animals-concerns (80-0-0)
A3528 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Rooney,J+4 Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies (80-0-0)
A3787 AcaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Watson Coleman,B+2 Marriage laws-revises (56-19-5)
A3835 Van Drew,J/Albano,N+1 Sports and entertainment dist.-creation (50-29-0)
AR150 Aca (1R) Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+2 Global warming pollution-concerns (73-7-0)
AR157 Payne,W/Stanley,C+3 Eagle Rock Sept. 11th Memor.-concerns (80-0-0)
S362 ScAcaAa (2R) Karcher,E/Vitale,J+2 Law Against Discrim.-amends (69-5-6)
S462/1289 Scs w/GR  (SCS/1R) Sweeney,S/Adler,J+3 Contractors-concerns background checks (80-0-0)
S1280 Bryant,W/Fisher,D Toxic chemical-broadens definition (80-0-0)
S1471 ScAa (2R) Codey,R/Buono,B+12 St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds (53-24-3)
S1620 Sweeney,S/Allen,D Fresh, salt water food product-packaging (80-0-0)
S1643 Aca (1R) Cardinali,G/Gill,N+4 Credit denial-concerns identity theft (80-0-0)
S1646 DuBois,Bo/Van Drew,J+3 Unemp. comp. benf.-concerns rollover fds (78-2-0)
S1841 Madden,F/Kean,T+1 Limo operators-concerns (80-0-0)
S2032 ScAca (1R) Buono,B/Vitale,J+5 Human body parts-concerns disposition (80-0-0)
S2261 ScAaAa (2R) Madden,F/Sweeney,S+7 Contaminated prop.-concerns (78-2-0)
S2268 Gill,N/Rice,R+1 Auto insur. use prog.-extends date (53-26-1)
S2294 Weinberg,L/McKeon,J Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns (75-2-2)
SJR1 Adler,J/Doria,J+1 DOE-conduct evaluation (73-7-0)
SJR54 Kean,T/Karcher,E+18 Rett Syndrome Awareness Day (80-0-0)

Bills Substituted:

A930 Aca (1R) Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+24 Law Against Discrim.-amends SUB BY S362 (2R)
A2262 Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V+1 Limo operators-concerns SUB BY S1841
A2664 Fisher,D Fresh, salt water food product-packaging SUB BY S1620
A2928 ScAcaAa (3R) Cohen,N/McKeon,J+10 St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds SUB BY S1471 (SS/2R)
A2912 Van Drew,J/Prieto,V Unemp. comp. benf.-concerns SUB BY S1646
A3016 ScAca (2R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Conaway,H+5 Human body parts-concerns disposition SUB BY S2032 (1R)
A3083 Fisher,D/Burzichelli,J Toxic chemical-broadens definition SUB BY S1280
A3519 Cohen,N/Manzo,L+1 Auto insur. use prog.-extends date SUB BY S2268
A3529 AcaAa (2R) Mayer,D/Moriairty,P+6 Contaminated prop.-concerns SUB BY S2261 (2R)
A3658 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns SUB BY S2294
A3668 Cohen,N/Cruz-Perez,N+2 Credit denial-concerns identity theft SUB BY S1643 (1R)
AJR10 Conaway,H/Stack,B+1 Dept. of Ed.-reorg. plan SUB BY SJR1
AJR104 Chivukula,U/Diegnan,P+13 Rett Syndrome Awareness Day-desig. SUB BY SJR54
S362 ScAca (2R) Karcher,E/Vitale,J+29 Law Against Discrim.-amends SUB FOR A930 (1R)
S1280 Bryant,W/Fisher,D Toxic chemical-broadens definition SUB FOR A3083
S1471 ScAa (2R) Codey,R/Buono,B+12 St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds SUB FOR A2828 (3R)
S1620 Sweeney,S/Allen,D Fresh, salt water food product-packaging SUB FOR A2664
S1643 Aca (1R) Cardinali,G/Gill,N+4 Credit denial-concerns identity theft SUB FOR A3668
S1646 Buono,B/Van Drew,J+3 Unemp. comp. benf.-concerns rollover fds SUB FOR A2912
S1841 Madden,F/Kean,T+1 Limo operators-concerns SUB FOR A2262
S2032 ScAca (1R) Buono,B/Vitale,J+5 Human body parts-concerns disposition SUB FOR A3016 (2R)
S2268 Gill,N/Rice,R+1 Auto insur. use prog.-extends date SUB FOR A3268
S2294 Weinberg,L/McKeon,J Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns SUB FOR A3658
SJR1 Adler,J/Doria,J+1 DOE-conduct evaluation SUB FOR AJR10
SJR54 Kean,T/Karcher,E+18 Rett Syndrome Awareness Day SUB FOR AJR104

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A2987 AcaScaScA (3R) Watson Coleman,B/Steele,A+8 Bail sources-concerns
A3675 Sa (1R) Truitt,O/Stack,B+26 Open space acquisition, urban aid:$39.4M
Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S839 Sca (1R) Bark,M Forest Health Advis. Council-estab.

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S229 Bucco,A/Cardinale,G+4 Fire depts, vol-concern group life insur REF AFI
S421 Singer,R Speed limits-concerns mun. streets REF ATR
S1645 Bucco,A+1 Airline credits-concerns REF ATR
S1649 ScaSa (2R) Rice,R Title recordation-revises law REF AHO
S2055 Sca (1R) Sweeney,S/Kavanaugh,W+1 Explosives Act-incre. fees and penal. REF ATR
S1649 ScaSa (2R) Rice,R Title recordation-revises law REF AHO
S2269/2289 Scs (SCS) Buono,B/Ciesla,A+14 Initiation fees, memb. fees-tax exemp. REF ABU
S2430 Madden,F/Coniglio,J+2 Civil svc. vet. preference-concerns REF AMV

Co-Sponsors Added:

A13 Aa (1R) (Chivukula,U; Vas,J; Greenstein,L) Comm., councils, bds., inactive-elim.
A16 (Russo,D) Pub. emp. benf.-modifies
A17 (Panter,M; Chivukula,U) Pub. sch. dist.-elim. various mandates
A100 AcaAa (2R) (Chivukula,U) Fair & Clean Elections Pilot Proj;$7.67M
A102 (Kean,S) Campaign contrib., cert.-concerns
A105 (Kean,S) Nepotism-proh. by pub. officials
A111 (Kean,S) Crimes-concerns statute of limitations
A118 (Kean,S) Pension benf. calculation-concerns
A121 (Kean,S) Pub. Emp Defined Contrib Plan Study Comm
A160 (Kean,S) PERS-concerns reemployment
A451 (Cruz-Perez,N) Alzheimer's Disease Awareness Day-Nov. 3
A683 (Kean,S) Pol. contrib.-proh. cert.
A693 (Kean,S) Leg. relatives-proh. cert. emp.
A694 (Kean,S) Elected off.-proh. more than one off.
A930 Aca (1R) (Manzo,L; Fisher,D) Law Against Discrim.-amends
A931 (Hackett,M) MV Owners' Right to Repair Act
A947 (Kean,S) Leg.-proh emp. of cert. relatives
A957 (Kean,S) Elected off.-concerns forfeiture of benf
A1096 (Kean,S) Elected officials-concerns cert. comp.
A1149 (Kean,S) Leg. duties-elim. dual govt. pay
A1179 (Kean,S) St. contracts-post cert. info.
A1481 (Kean,S) Ethics in govt.-concerns
A1484 (Kean,S) Camp. contrib.-concerns
A1486 (Kean,S) Camp. contrib.-concerns
A1489 (Kean,S) Camp contrib.-concerns
A1568 (Kean,S) Leg.-proh holding more than one off.
A1679 (Kean,S) Elective off.-proh simultaneous holding
A1882 (Bodine,F) Solar energy sys.-exempt prop. tax
A2051 AcaSca (2R) (Lampitt,P) Vol. assn.-pub. sch. dist. participation
A2108 (Kean,S) Co. mun. political party comm.-contrib.
A2134 AcaAs (AS) (Conaway,H; Epps,C) Dentistry, dental insur. claims-concerns
A2281 AcaAa (2R) (Cruz-Perez,N; Hackett,M; Panter,M) Juv. detention fac., co.-concerns
A2282 Aa (1R) (Caraballo,W; Merkt,R; Greenstein,L; Lampitt,P) Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal
A2440 (Kean,S) Comprehensive Anti-Nepotism Act
A2481 (Kean,S) Elective off.-proh. simultaneous holding
A2575 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Lampitt,P) Reduced Cigarette Ignition Propensity
A2812 AcaAcaAa (3R) (Panter,M; Greenstein,L) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
A2987 AcaScaSca (3R) (Epps,C) Bail sources-concerns
A3012 (Kean,S) PERS-concern comp. base for benf.
A3014 (Truitt,O) Grandparenting Resource Ctr. Prog.;$1.5M
A3016 AcaAa (2R) (Giblin,T; Lampitt,P) Human body parts-concerns disposition
A3021 (Kean,S) Leg. memb., part-time pub. emp.-concerns
A3129 AcaAca (1R) (Diegnan,P) Musical performance-deceptive practices
A3192 Aca (1R) (Cruz-Perez,N) Domestic companion animals-concerns
A3236 (Lampitt,P) Consumer Catastrophe Preparedness Act
A3404 (Bodine,F; Chatzidakis,L; Baroni,B; Beck,J; Bateman,C; Malone,J; Dancer,R; Karrow,M; Doherty,M; Rooney,J; Vandervalk,C; Bramnick,J; Carroll,M; Corodemus,S; Holzapfel,J; Munoz,E; Blee,F; Gregg,G; Pennacchio,J; Merkt,R; Rumpf,B; Connors,C; Thompson,S; McHose,A; DeCroce,A; Biondi,P; Wolfe,D; Kean,S) Pub off/emp convicted cert crime-concern
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont'd)

A3459  (Greenstein,L)  Wheelchair transp.-concerns
A3465  (Kean,S)  PERS-elim. memb. in leg. part
A3466  (Kean,S)  Leg memb-proh more than one elective off
A3467  (Vas,J)  Code Adam prog.-pub., nonpub. sch. adopt
A3519  (Cruz-Perez,N)  Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
A3528  (Greenstein,L; Chivukula,U)  Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies
A3529  (Cruz-Perez,N; Conaway,H; Conners,J; Lampitt,P)  Contaminated prop.-concerns
A3535  (Bateman,C; Mayer,D; Merkt,R; Barnes,P; Burzichelli,J; Cruz-Perez,N)  Club, org. fees, cert.-exempt. sales tax
A3539  (Vainieri Huttle,V; Lampitt,P)  Manuf. rebates-concerns
A3560  (Kean,S)  Jt. Leg., Ethical Standard Comm.-memb.
A3572  (Greenstein,L; Fisher,D; Oliver,S)  Electronic Waste Recycling Act
A3584  (Kean,S)  Community svc.-cert. crimes
A3622  (Diegnan,P)  Mil. leave, time of war-prov. emp. prot.
A3634  (Lampitt,P)  PFRA bd. of trustees-incr. memb.
A3668  (Fisher,D; Diegnan,P)  Credit denial-concerns identity theft
A3704  (Greenwald,L)  US Coast Guard-auth. special lic. plate
A3751  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Limo svc.-removes sales tax imposition
A3790  (Barnes,P; Wisniewski,J; Diegnan,P; Prieto,V; Quigley,J; Cruz-Perez,N)  Insur claim for physical therapy-concern
ACR74  (Kean,S)  Leg. Code of Ethics-supplements
ACR75  (Kean,S)  Elective pub. off.-proh., crim. offense
ACR79  (Kean,S)  Elected off., indicted-concerns
ACR91  (Kean,S)  Leg. Code of Ethics-adopt permanent
ACR100  (McHose,A)  Sch. Constr. Corp.-concerns
ACR136  (Kean,S)  Elective pub off.-proh. holding multiple
AJR10  (Cruz-Perez,N)  Dept. of Ed.-reorg. plan
AR157  (Stanley,C)  Eagle Rock Sept. 11th Memor.-concerns

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2575 AcsAca (ACS/1R)  (Van Drew,J)  Reduced Cigarette Ignition Propensity

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1860  (Van Drew,J)  SHBP-sch bd, incentive to waive coverage
A3404  (Pou,N)  Pub off/emp convicted cert crime-concern
A3519  (Manzo,L)  Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
A3610  (Chivukula,U)  Kevin Apuzzio's Law-desig.
A3622  (Chivukula,U)  Mil. leave, time of war-prov. emp. prot.
A3767  (Diegnan,P)  Vessels, sunken or abandoned-concerns
A3787  (Watson Coleman,B)  Marriage laws-revises
A3790  (Stack,B)  Insur claim for physical therapy-concern
ACR224  (Watson Coleman,B)  Sept. 11 insur. claims-urges settlement
AR157  (Stanley,C)  Eagle Rock Sept. 11th Memor.-concerns

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A3404  (Russo,D)  Pub off/emp convicted cert crime-concern

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A3  (Payne,W)  State Comptroller Off.-estab.
A2259  (Gordon,R)  Fuel efficient MV-sales, use tax exemp.
A2281  (Lampitt,P)  Juv. detention fac., co.-concerns
A3404  (Russo,D)  Pub off/emp convicted cert crime-concern
A3519  (Fisher,D)  Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
A3622  (Van Drew,J)  Mil. leave, time of war-prov. emp. prot.
A3776  (Merkt,R)  Highlands Water Prot/Planning Act-revise
A3787  (Watson Coleman,B)  Marriage laws-revises
A3790  (Panter,M)  Insur claim for physical therapy-concern
AJR10  (Vas,J)  Dept. of Ed.-reorg. plan
Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A16 (Caraballo,W) Pub. emp. benf.-modifies
A1016 Aca (1R) (Moriarty,P) Heating, ventilating contractors-lic.
A2281 AcaAa (2R) (Gordon,R) Juv. detention fac., co.-concerns
A2557 (Caraballo,W) Adoptees-permits access to birth cert.
A3528 Aa (1R) (Fisher,D) Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies
A3658 (Caraballo,W) Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns
A3685 (McKeon,J) Civil Marriage, Religious Prot Act-enact
A3787 AcaAa (2R) (McKeon,J) Marriage laws-revises
A3790 (Vandervalk,C) Insur claim for physical therapy-concern
A3812 (VanDrew,J) Family temp. disab. leave-prov. benf.
AJR10 (Stanley,C) Dept. of Ed.-reorg. plan

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A16 (Chivukula,U) Pub. emp. benf.-modifies
A3522 Aca (1R) (Cohen,N) Driv. lic. suspension-concerns penal.
A3787 AcaAa (2R) (Burzichelli,J) Marriage laws-revises

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A16 (Beck,J) Pub. emp. benf.-modifies
A2575 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Van Drew,J) Reduced Cigarette Ignition Propensity
A3787 AcaAa (2R) (Hackett,M) Marriage laws-revises

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A3787 AcaAa (2R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Marriage laws-revises

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3787 AcaAa (2R) (Fisher,D) Marriage laws-revises

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S362 ScaAa (2R) (Gusciora,R) Law Against Discrim.-amends
S1280 (Fisher,D) Toxic chemical-broadens definition
S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) (Cohen,N) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S1620 (Fisher,D) Fresh, salt water food product-packaging
S1643 Sca (1R) (Cohen,N) Credit denial-concerns identity theft
S1646 (Van Drew,J) Unemp. comp. benf.-concerns rollover fds
S1841 (Wisniewski,J) Limo operators-concerns
S2032 Sca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Human body parts-concerns disposition
S2261 ScaAa (2R) (Mayer,D) Contaminated prop.-concerns
S2268 (Cohen,N) Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
S2294 (McKeon,J) Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns
SJR1 (Conaway,H) DOE-conduct evaluation
SJR54 (Chivukula,U) Rett Syndrome Awareness Day

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S362 ScaAa (2R) (McKeon,J) Law Against Discrim.-amends
S1280 (Burzichelli,J) Toxic chemical-broadens definition
S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) (McKeon,J) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S1643 Sca (1R) (Cruz-Perez,N) Credit denial-concerns identity theft
S1646 (Prieto,V) Unemp. comp. benf.-concerns rollover fds
S1841 (Prieto,V) Limo operators-concerns
S2032 Sca (1R) (Conaway,H) Human body parts-concerns disposition
S2261 ScaAa (2R) (Moriarty,P) Contaminated prop.-concerns
S2268 (Manzo,L) Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont'd)

S2294  (Vainieri Huttle,V) Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns
SJR1   (Stack,B) DOE-conduct evaluation
SJR54  (Diegnan,P) Rett Syndrome Awareness Day

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S362 ScaAa (2R) (Watson Coleman,B) Law Against Discrim.-amends
S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) (Sires,A) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S1643 Sca (1R) (Manzo,L) Credit denial-concerns identity theft
S1841 (Schaer,G) Limo operators-concerns
S2032 Sca (1R) (Bodine,F) Human body parts-concerns disposition
S2261 ScaAa (2R) (Greenwald,L) Contaminated prop.-concerns
S2294 (Johnson,G) Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns
SJR1 (Vas,J) DOE-conduct evaluation
SJR54 (Barnes,P) Rett Syndrome Awareness Day

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S362 ScaAa (2R) (Vas,J) Law Against Discrim.-amends
S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) (Manzo,L) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S1643 Sca (1R) (Bramnick,J) Credit denial-concerns identity theft
S1841 (Stack,B) Limo operators-concerns
S2032 Sca (1R) (Quigley,J) Human body parts-concerns disposition
S2261 ScaAa (2R) (Greenstein,L) Contaminated prop.-concerns
S2294 (Caraballo,W) Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns
SJR1 (Stanley,C) DOE-conduct evaluation
SJR54 (Gregg,G) Rett Syndrome Awareness Day

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) (Quigley,J) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S2032 Sca (1R) (Greenstein,L) Human body parts-concerns disposition

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S362 ScaAa (2R) (Green,J; Voss,J; Cruz-Perez,N; Stack,B; Barnes,P; Hackett,M; Quigley,J; Stender,L; Chivukula,U; Johnson,G;
Conners,J; Conaway,H; Oliva,S; Panter,M; Diegnan,P; Egan,J; Gordon,R; Burzichelli,J; Caraballo,W; Biondi,P; Giblin,T;
Cryan,J; Manzo,L; Fisher,D) Law Against Discrim.-amends
S1471 ScaSaSSAcaAa (SS/2R) (Vas,J; Scalera,F; Vainieri Huttle,V; Voss,J; Stender,L; Hackett,M; Gordon,R; Payne,W; Panter,M;
Greenstein,L) St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S1643 Sca (1R) (Fisher,D; Diegnan,P) Credit denial-concerns identity theft
S1841 (Johnson,G) Limo operators-concerns
S2032 Sca (1R) (Greenwald,L; Gordon,R; Voss,J; Giblin,T; Lampitt,P) Human body parts-concerns disposition
S2261 ScaAa (2R) (Manzo,L; Gordon,R; Cruz-Perez,N; Conaway,H; Conners,J; Lampitt,P) Contaminated prop.-concerns
S2268 (Cruz-Perez,N) Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
SJR1 (Cruz-Perez,N) DOE-conduct evaluation
SJR54 (Vas,J; Van Drew,J; Manzo,L; Wisniewski,J; Gusciora,R; Cruz-Perez,N; Kean,S; Corodemus,S; Pennacchio,J; Giblin,T;
Epps,C; Gordon,R; Munoz,E) Rett Syndrome Awareness Day

Note to the 10/19/06 Digest:

Co-Sponsors Added:

A3505 (Vas,J) Pub. emp.-proh. pymt. of cert. bonuses
Note to the 12/11/06 Digest:

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S2331 Turner,S/Sacco,N Merit Rating Plan-renames AWR 2RA NOT REF ATR

The Assembly adjourned at 7:50 P.M. to meet again on Tuesday, January 9, 2007 to receive the Governor's State of the State Address.

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A17 Watson Coleman,B/Conaway,H+3 Pub. sch. dist.-elim, various mandates
A1321/2980/2981 AcsSca (ACS/1R) Wisniewski,J/Biondi,P+7 Omnibus-concerns
A1650 Barnes,P/Diegnan,P+14 Gang viol. prev.-offer instruction
A2051 AcaSca (2R) Burzichelli,J/O'Toole,K+10 Vol. assn.-pub. sch. dist. participation
A2282 Aa (1R) Cryan,J/Panter,M+41 Cosmetic med. procedure tax-repeal
A2336 Aca (1R) Bramnick,J/Cohen,N Workers' comp cases-concern emp expense
A2991 Whelan,J/Watson Coleman,B+5 Community guns, possessing-enhance penal
A3528 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Rooney,J+4 Haz. site cleanup-allocate grant monies
A3671 Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+12 Land-recreation & conserv. purpose;8.2M
A3672 Fisher,D/Conaway,H+19 Open space acquisition, so. NJ;$8.552M
A3673 Gusciora,R/Panter,M+18 Open space acquisition, central NJ;$8.1M
A3674 Fisher,D/Karrow,M+17 Open space acquisition, no. NJ;$9.066M
A3787 AcaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Watson Coleman,B+2 Marriage laws-revises
A3835 Van Drew,J/Albano,N+1 Sports and entertainment dist.-creation
S362 ScaAa (2R) Karcher,E/Vitale,J+29 Law Against Discrim.-amends
S462/1289 Sscs w/GR (SCS/1R) Sweeney,S/Adler,J+3 Contractors-concerns background checks
S997 ScaAa (2R) Buono,B/Barnes,P+1 Accident reports-concerns
S1280 Bryant,W/Fisher,D Toxic chemical-broadens definition
S1471 ScaSaScaAa (SS/2R) Codey,R/Buono,B+12 St. capital constr. proj.-auth. bonds
S1620 Sweeney,S/Allen,D Fresh, salt water food product-packaging
S1643 Sca (1R) Cardinale,G/Gill,N+4 Credit denial-concerns identity theft
S1646 Buono,B/Van Drew,J+3 Unemp. comp. benf.-concerns rollover fds
S1841 Madden,F/Kean,T+1 Limo operators-concerns
S1852 ScaAa (2R) Bryant,W/Lance,L+2 Medicaid Prog Integrity, Prot. Act-estab
S2032 Sca (1R) Buono,B/Vitale,J+5 Human body parts-concerns disposition
S2261 ScaAa (2R) Madden,F/Sweeney,S+7 Contaminated prop.-concerns
S2268 Gill,N/Rice,R+1 Auto insur. uez prog.-extends date
S2294 Weinberg,L/McKeon,J Wastewater treatment sys. proj.-concerns
SJR1 Adler,J/Doria,J+1 DOE-conduct evaluation
SJR54 Kean,T/Karcher,E+18 Rett Syndrome Awareness Day


None